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Our members are a group of brave geniuses who support our 
mission. Envision humanity members are contributors to 
envision and creating a better future, fuelling the capacity 
to solve problems, helping create and nurture companies 
and prize competitions for enhance outreach. Envision hu-
manity members’ input is vital for our society long-term 
focus and success.

Our envision humanity members are a group of actively en-
gaged people focused on strategic topics such as defining 
our areas of focus. The envision humanity group also works 
on identifying strategic partners and opportunities. Envision 
humanity members work closely with a group of investors 
to provide the seed capital necessary to design, fund and 
launch companies and competitions as well as support our 
ongoing mission. Envision Humanity members underwrite 
the design and planning of future companies and competi-
tions. With our supporters, we help define the next compa-
nies and prizes, that can best solve the technological, 
market, behavioural, and policy failures that are in some 
cases preventing breakthroughs in di�erent areas.

Our teams identify the competition structure that will at-
tract global teams, and define the marketing and education-
al extensions that will bring about the greatest awareness 
and engagement from the general public. Lastly, we devel-
op the metrics for assessing the impact of a company or 
prize so that we can measure how the company, or prize, 
has created, or catalysed, new industries aimed to solve a 
specific problem.

Envision humanity members help providing the right sup-
port for companies and prize competitions. The funds are 
used to launch, operate and award the prizes and compa-
nies. The prizes are only awarded once a team, or company, 
achieves a measurable, objective goal.

Our team thanks all the members of envision humanity for 
their vision and contribution for our company mission.

Thank you,

Dear Reader,

envision hmanity team
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Our
Vision

INCENTIVISE
An incentivised prize competition is a technique to direct humanity’s focus 
for an achievable goal, that might help solve a global problem, helping 
change the world.

INSPIRATION
Our prizes aim to captures the world’s attention, the media attention, and 
inspire teams from all over the world to focus their energy and skills to solve 
the defined goals, stimulating innovation. Our prizes aim to solve audacious 
goals, achievable goals believed to be achievable in a 3-5 years time hori-
zon. We aim to focus human potential on critical problems, which currently 
does not have a clear path towards a solution.

FOCUS
We define the problem and frame the challenge. Our goal is not to show the 
path for the solution but to defining the problem, and the challenge, and in-
centivise the teams, from all over the world, to find the most e�ective solu-
tions. Everyone can compete for the prizes, from the world-famous industry 
experts to well-funded high school students.

MISSION
One of our main missions is to enable innovators from all around the world 
to attract capital to support their goal of winning the prize. We provide the 
inspiration and vision of a better future, and the winning teams will join us 
proving that the worlds impossible problems can in fact be solved.

At Envision Humanity we will be asking the big questions: What are the big-
gest problems we face that are not being solved? Why aren’t business, 
philanthropy or government getting the job done? Who is out there who 
could solve this problem, but isn’t being asked? These are the questions we 
ask at Envision Humanity Group, as we convene the world’s foremost think-
ers to help us improve Humanity.
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North
America
USA • Canada

South
America
Brazil • Ecuador

Africa
Angola

Asia
India • Russia
Japan

Europe
France • Germany  • England • Italy 
Portugal • Spain  • Greece

Worldwide Map
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REGISTRATION08:30am

09:00am

TALK 
Environment
Mathis Wackernagel, Ph.D.

TALK 
Poverty
Steven Garan, Ph.D.

09:30am

TALK 
Education
David Cavallo, Ph.D.

10:00am

TALK 
Healthcare
Rachel Kiddell-Monroe

10:30am

LUNCH TIME12:30pm
TALK 
Energy
Mike Snead, P.E.

11:00am

TALK 
Business
Joyce Gioia

11:30am

PANEL
Daria Tsvenger
Steve Garan
William Faloon
Luciana Dadalto
Susan Fonseca
Malk Loeb

12:00pm

Program Overview
M O R N I N G
( E S T  t i m e )
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Program Overview
A F T E R N O O N
( E S T  t i m e )

02:00pm

TALK 
Neuroscience
Miguel Pais-Vieira

TALK 
Poverty
Carl Berman Ph.D.

02:30pm

TALK 
Space
Malak Trabelsi Loeb

03:00pm

TALK 
Energy
Simon Daniel, MA

03:30pm

TALK 
History
Carol Delaney

04:00pm END OF CONFERENCE05:30pm

TALK 
Environment
Lauren Fletcher

04:30pm

PANEL
Miguel Pais-Vieira
Dennis Kowalski
David Wood
Naveen Jain
William Faloon
James Hughes
Denisa Rensen

05:00pm
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Speakers
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Speakers

Taylor Dinerman’s recent essay, The chicken and the egg: RLV’s 
and space-based solar power, raised several important ques-
tions regarding the next generation of space access capabili-
ties. Specifically, he drew attention to the recent National Se-
curity Space O�ce (NSSO) summer study on space-based solar 
power (SBSP) that included discussions about the spacefaring 
logistics capabilities that would be needed. He addressed his 
questions, rhetorically, to the authors of the study. As the pri-
mary author of the Appendix D of the report that focused on the 
needed logistics capabilities, I would like to respond to his 
questions and expand upon several of the points raised.

First, a little background on the preparation of the study. The 
NSSO SBSP study was not, as noted in the report, a traditional 
government study. The preparation e�orts were not conducted 
under government contract, as are most such studies. Rather, 
the reach and flexibility of the Internet were exploited to gather 
knowledgeable volunteers to address the broad issue of SBSP 
broken down into these areas: politics, policy, and law; science 
and technology; logistics infrastructure; and, business case 
analysis. The NSSO, with the assistance of the Space Frontier 
Foundation, facilitated these e�orts, but did not direct the ef-
forts. While the main body of the final report was generally 
written by NSSO members, it was based on the inputs of the 
four breakout groups. This approach provided substantially 
greater flexibility in introducing new and di�erent ideas into the 
debate.

James Michael “Mike” Snead, MS, P.E. was the author of this 
article and is an aerospace consultant focusing on near-future 
space infrastructure development including commercial 
human spaceflight, advanced subsonic multi-mission aircraft 
(tanker/airlifter/air power platform), and nuclear physics re-
search (thermal neutron capture). He worked with the United

States Air Force from 1970 to 2007 at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base, OH. During his Air Force employment, he participat-
ed in flight readiness Executive Independent Review Teams 
supporting the first flights of the F-16XL, TR-1, YF-22, and 
YF-23.

His Air Force days included him as Lead, Agile Combat Support, 
Aeronautical Systems Branch, Air Systems Division, Plans and 
Programs Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL/X-
PAS) from 2004 to 2007, Modeling and Analysis Division, Plans 
and Programs Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory (A-
FRL/XPZ) from 1998 to 2004, Directorate of Science & Technol-
ogy, HQ Air Force Materiel Command (HQ AFMC/ST) from 1992 
to 1998, Lead Structures Engineer, Structures Division, Deputy 
for Engineering, Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD/ENFS) 
from 1989 to 1992, Chief Flight Systems Engineer (Phase I) / 
Lead Structures Engineer (Phase II), Systems Engineering, Na-
tional Aerospace Plane Joint Program O�ce (NASP JPO/EN) 
from 1986 to 1989, Project Engineer, Transatmospheric Vehicle 
(TAV) Project O�ce, Deputy for Development Planning, Aero-
nautical Systems Division (ASD/XR) from 1984 to 1986, and 
Strength Branch, Structures Division, Deputy for Engineering, 
Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD/ENFSS) from 1974 to 1984.

Mike authored American Needs to Become Spacefaring, A 
Space Logistics Infrastructure for the Near Term, Technical-
ly-achievable, Near-Term Space Logistics, Near-Term Manned 
Space Logistics Operations, Becoming a True Spacefaring 
America, Architecting Rapid Growth in Space Logistics Capabil-
ities, Global Air Mobility and Persistent Airpower Operations, 
Cost Estimates of Near-Term, Fully-Reusable Space Access 
Systems, U.N. Law of the Sea Convention and America’s space-
faring future, and Configurable Air Transport, and coauthored 
Near-Future Space Logistics Vehicles.

Professional engineer and author focused on 
space-based solar power and astrologistics

The Space Review article 
Aerospaceplanes and Space 

Solar Power said

MIKE
SNEAD, P.E.
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Carl R. Berman, Jr (Carl) is an adjunct professor of Natural Sci-
ences at the University of Maryland Global Campus. His diverse 
subjects include General Biology, Marine Biology, Meteorology, 
Physical Geology, Physical Science, and The History and Psy-
chology of Polar Exploration. Since 1994 when he started his 
teaching career at California State University, Monterey Bay, he 
has taught at the university level, both online and in lecture 
classes. Carl served in the U.S. Navy for 5 years then spent 25 
years with the NOAA Commissioned Corps (part of the Depart-
ment of Commerce) involved with hydrography, marine pollu-
tion studies, and fisheries science. He also held positions 
ashore including one tour with the National Marine Fisheries 
Service Laboratories (NMFS) in Oxford, MD, and another at the 
NMFS Lab in Sandy Hook, New Jersey.

In 1983, Carl received his PhD from the College of William and 
Mary and in 1977, his MS from Old Dominion University, Norfolk, 
Virginia. From 1988 to 1991, he served as the Coordinator for the 
IGOSS (Integrated Global Ocean Services System) project for 
UNESCO in Paris. In this capacity he supervised a worldwide 
ocean temperature observation operation and managed the 
Indian and Southern Ocean programs. During his three years 
with the United Nations, he taught a seminar on the scientific 
basis for the Marine Pollution Conventions (MARPOL) at the 
Word Maritime University in Malmo, Sweden. Carl enjoys shar-
ing his experiences with the students to enlarge their perspec-
tive on the world’s ecosystems. He encourages students to 

become engaged citizens and appreciate the problems of both 
the developed and developing world. Carl has worked with stu-
dents from around the world including Africa, Asia, Eastern 
Europe, and the Pacific.

From September to December 2019, Carl was a member of the 
faculty in the Semester at Sea Program under the auspices of 
Colorado State University. He served as the Faculty Scholar for 
Oceans and Sustainability teaching in both the Global Studies 
and Oceanography curricula. Aboard the ship World Odyssey, 
Carl, and his wife, Joyce, also on the faculty, visited 11 countries 
and 12 cities during their 4 months at sea.

Carl is married to Joyce Gioia, a professional speaker, bestsell-
ing author, and celebrity futurist. Between them they have four 
daughters and six grandchildren. Joyce and Carl live in Austin, 
Texas. Carl is excited about the opportunity to work with the 
participants in the Envision Humanity Program and give them 
the benefit of his knowledge and expertise while, at the same 
time, honing theirs.

Adjunct professor of Natural Sciences at the University of 
Maryland Global Campus. 

Carl R. Berman, Jr (Carl) is an 
adjunct professor of Natural 
Sciences at the University of 

Maryland Global Campus.

CARL
BERMAN,
PH.D.
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Joyce Gioia is a Strategic Business Futurist concentrating on 
relationship aspects of the future. This arena includes work-
force and workplace trends, as well as consumer, education, 
and business-to-business trends. Joyce is President of The 
Herman Group, a firm serving a wide range corporate, trade as-
sociation and governmental clients on an international basis. 
Through consulting, speaking and training, Joyce helps clients 
position themselves for success in the future. Joyce has served 
clients on six continents and in 43 states.

Focusing on what will be most valuable for her clients and audi-
ences, Joyce tailors her messages to what is most needed with 
an emphasis on take-home value, practical tactics and strate-
gies that can be put to work right away.

To reach an even wider audience, Joyce has co-authored five 
books with her partner Roger Herman. These books are focused 
on what employers must do to attract, optimize, and hold onto 
their best employees. Joyce approaches Human Resources 
from an Internal Marketing perspective, taking external mar-
keting concepts and strategies and applying them within the 
organization.

A respected professional speaker and trainer, Joyce has earned 
the designations Certified Management Consultant, the high-
est certification granted by The Institute of Management Con-
sultants, and a Certified Speaking Professional, the highest 

certification granted by The National Speakers Association. She 
is also a Founding Member of the Association of Professional 
Futurists as well as being an active Professional Member of the 
National Speakers Association and The World Future Society. 
Joyce contributed a regular column to The Future Magazine, as 
well as Sky, Delta Airlines' award-winning in-flight magazine.

Joyce Gioia holds a bachelor's degree in languages and com-
munications from The University of Denver and a masters in 
Business Administration (specializing in Marketing) from Ford-
ham University. She also holds masters degrees in Theology 
and Counseling from The New Seminary. Joyce's career in-
cludes a wide variety of industries and fields, including hard 
goods, soft goods, wholesale, retail, and direct marketing. At 
the age of 28, she was the youngest magazine publisher in the 
country, publishing The Complete Buyers Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi 
Equipment for Service Communications Ltd.

Often quoted in the national media, like Industry Week, The 
Christian Science Monitor, Entrepreneur Magazine, Business 
Week, The Wall Street Journal, and on National Public Radio, 
Joyce is recognized as one who not only knows what's coming, 
but can communicate that future very e�ectively. She has also 
appeared on numerous radio and television talk shows and was 
featured in an episode of New Attitudes on the Lifetime Cable 
Network.

Joyce is listed in Who's Who in America, Who's Who in the 
East, and the International Who's Who of Business Executives.

Joyce Gioia is a Strategic 
Business Futurist concentrat-
ing on relationship aspects of 

the future.

JOYCE
GIOIA 
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Laetitia Mailhes is passionate 
about bringing complex, criti-
cal stories and messages to 

the world with a view to caus-
ing a positive impact.

Laetitia Mailhes is passionate about bringing complex, critical stories and messages to the world with a view to causing a positive 
impact. In her role at Global Footprint Network, she focuses on developing strategies, relationships, and content that enhance the 
accessibility and relevance of the organization’s findings so they can become integrated in the public debate.

Laetitia boasts more than 20 years of experience in journalism, communications, and advocacy work. The Silicon Valley corre-
spondent of the French Financial Times for 10 years, she also had her work published in business magazine Stratégies and French 
national daily Libération among others. She was also a regular contributor to various radio news programs in France and Switzer-
land. The co-author of two books about food systems, she has written extensively in English and French about sustainability 
issues. Her writing has appeared on GreenBiz, Care2, MomsRising.org, and more.

A Sciences-Po Paris graduate, Laetitia earned her M.Litt. in International Security and Conflict Resolution at the University of St. 
Andrews, Scotland, and her M.A. in International Journalism at City University, London.

Director, special initiatives at Footprint Network 
LAETITIA
MAILHES 
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Carol Lowery Delaney earned an A.B. in philosophy at Boston Uni-
versity, 1962. After a ten year hiatus, she entered Harvard Divinity 
School and received an M.T.S. 1976, and went on to the University 
of Chicago for a Ph.D. in cultural anthropology, 1984. 

Her anthropological fieldwork was conducted in Turkey, 1979-82, 
two years of which were spent in a relatively remote mountain vil-
lage. She won the Galler prize for the most distinguished disserta-
tion in the Division of the Social Sciences at the University of Chi-
cago. That dissertation was transformed into a book, The Seed and 
the Soil: Gender and Cosmology in Turkish Village Society.

After spending a year in Belgium on a Fulbright Fellowship con-
ducting research among immigrant Turks, she returned to Harvard 
where she became Assistant Director of the Center for the Study 
of World Religions, 1985-87, and taught several courses at the Di-
vinity School.

She taught at Stanford University in the Department of Cultural 
and Social Anthropology from 1987-2006, now emerita. One popu-
lar course, Investigating Culture, became the basis for an innova-
tive textbook, Investigating Culture: An Experiential Introduction 
to Anthropology, third edition forthcoming, early 2017.

While at Stanford she wrote Abraham on Trial: The Social
Legacy of Biblical Myth, which was finalist for the National Jewish 
Book Award (category scholarship) and special mention for the 
Victor Turner Prize of the Society for Humanistic Anthropology. It 
was also the inspiration for an opera of the same title, composed  

by Andrew Lovett, and had its world premier in England, 2005. 

Her latest book is Columbus and the Quest for Jerusalem. She 
writes that she had not thought much about Columbus until the 
fall of 1999 when she was teaching a course called "Millennial 
Fever" intended to observe the frenzy gripping the United States 
over the turn of the millennium and to study the history of apoca-
lyptic, millennial thinking. In one of the readings, she came across 
a reference to Columbus's apocalyptic, millennial beliefs. Neither 
she nor any of her colleagues had ever heard of them. This drew 
her to the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University where 
she spent the summer of 2003 and then returned with an NEH fel-
lowship in 2004-05. Her research was so compelling that she de-
cided to retire from Stanford in order to work on her book about Co-
lumbus. For two years, she also taught half time in the Religious 
Studies Department at Brown.

In addition to numerous articles and invited lectures she has also 
had, as of this date, 48 letters published in the New York Times, 
and others in the San Francisco Chronicle, Wall Street Journal, 
Providence Journal, Harvard Magazine, and Harper’s.

In the spring of 2014 she walked more than 500 miles on the 
Camino de Santiago in northern Spain and walked 280 miles in the 
spring of 2015. She walked the Coast to Coast path across England 
with her brother in May 2016. Carol volunteered at a hostel on the 
Camino de Santiago and then walked with her brother from Leon 
to Santiago in Sept-Oct, 2017.

Carol Lowery Delaney earned an A.B. in philosophy at 
Boston University, 1962.

She entered Harvard Divinity 
School and received an M.T.S. 
1976, and went on to the Uni-
versity of Chicago for a Ph.D. 

in cultural anthropology, 
1984. 

CAROL
LOWERY
DELANEY
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Laetitia Mailhes is passionate 
about bringing complex, criti-
cal stories and messages to 

the world with a view to caus-
ing a positive impact.

Laetitia Mailhes is passionate about bringing complex, critical stories and messages to the world with a view to causing a positive 
impact. In her role at Global Footprint Network, she focuses on developing strategies, relationships, and content that enhance the 
accessibility and relevance of the organization’s findings so they can become integrated in the public debate.

Laetitia boasts more than 20 years of experience in journalism, communications, and advocacy work. The Silicon Valley corre-
spondent of the French Financial Times for 10 years, she also had her work published in business magazine Stratégies and French 
national daily Libération among others. She was also a regular contributor to various radio news programs in France and Switzer-
land. The co-author of two books about food systems, she has written extensively in English and French about sustainability 
issues. Her writing has appeared on GreenBiz, Care2, MomsRising.org, and more.

A Sciences-Po Paris graduate, Laetitia earned her M.Litt. in International Security and Conflict Resolution at the University of St. 
Andrews, Scotland, and her M.A. in International Journalism at City University, London.

Director, special initiatives at Footprint Network 
LAETITIA
MAILHES 
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Mathis Wackernagel is 
co-creator of the Ecological 
Footprint and President of 
Global Footprint Network

President of Global Footprint Network

MATHIS
WACKERNAGEL, PH.D.
Mathis Wackernagel is co-creator of the Ecological Footprint 
and President of Global Footprint Network. In 1994, he complet-
ed a Ph.D. in community and regional planning with Professor 
William Rees at the University of British Columbia, where his 
doctoral dissertation developed the Ecological Footprint con-
cept. Mathis also earned a mechanical engineering degree from 
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.

In 2003, he co-founded Global Footprint Network, an interna-
tional sustainability think-tank with main o�ces in Oakland 
(California); also legally established in Switzerland. This inter-
national think-tank focuses on bringing about a sustainable 
human economy in which all thrive within the means of our one 
planet. It recognizes that qualitative improvement, such as bio-
diversity preservation, cannot be meaningfully scaled up as 
long as basic quantitative conditions for sustainability are not 
met, such as the need for humanity to live within the regenera-
tive budget of Earth. 

Given that the only long-term option for humanity is to live o� 
the planet’s regeneration (rather than its liquidation), Global 
Footprint Network uses Ecological Footprint accounting as a 
key metric to influence decision-making. These accounts com-
pare all the competing demands on nature’s regeneration with 
the amount nature can renew. 

Mathis has worked on sustainability with governments, corpo-
rations and international NGOs on six continents and has lec-
tured at more than a hundred universities. He previously served 
as director of the Sustainability Program at Redefining Progress 

in Oakland, California, and ran the Centro de Estudios para la  
Sustentabilidad at Anáhuac University in Xalapa, Mexico. 
Mathis has authored and contributed to more than 100 peer-re-
viewed papers, numerous articles, reports and various books on 
sustainability that focus on embracing resource limits and de-
veloping metrics for sustainability, including Our Ecological 
Footprint: Reducing Human Impact on the Earth; Sharing Na-
ture’s Interest;  Der Footprint: Die Welt neu vermessen; Ecologi-
cal Footprint: Managing Our Biocapacity Budget; and WWF In-
ternational’s Living Planet Report.

Mathis’ awards include the 2018 World Sustainability Award, 
the 2015 IAIA Global Environment Award, being a 2014 ISSP 
Sustainability Hall of Fame Inductee, the 2013 Prix Nature 
Swisscanto, 2012 Blue Planet Prize, 2012 Binding Prize for 
Nature Conservation, the 2012 Kenneth E. Boulding Memorial 
Award of the International Society for Ecological Economics, 
the 2011 Zayed International Prize for the Environment ( jointly 
awarded with UNEP), an honorary doctorate from the Universi-
ty of Berne in 2007, a 2007 Skoll Award for Social Entrepre-
neurship, 2006 WWF Award for Conservation Merit and 2005 
Herman Daly Award of the U.S. Society for Ecological Econom-
ics. He was also selected as number 19 on the en(rich) list iden-
tifying the 100 top inspirational individuals whose contribu-
tions enrich paths to sustainable futures (www.enrichlist.org). 
John Elkington identified Mathis among the “Zeronaut 50” Roll 
of Honor, i.e., leading pioneers who are driving the world’s most 
significant problems to zero. From 2011 to 2015, Mathis was 
also the Frank H. T. Rhodes Class of 1956 Visiting Professor at 
Cornell University.
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Steven A. Garan is the Director of Bioinformatics at CREA and 
serves on it’s Advisory Board, he is also a researcher at the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. While at the Universi-
ty of California, Berkeley, he played a major role in the invention 
and the development of the Automated Imaging Microscope 
System (AIMS). While at UC Berkeley, Garan collaborated for 
many years with a group from Paola S. Timiras’s lab, on the role 
that caloric restriction plays in maintaining estrogen recep-
tor-alpha and IGH-1 receptor immunoreactivity in various nuclei 
of the mouse hypothalamus. Garan was also the director of the 
Aging Research Centre, and is a leading scientist in the field of 
aging research. His numerous publications, include articles on 
systems biology, the e�ects of caloric restriction on the mouse 
hypothalamus and on the Automated Imaging Microscope 
System (AIMS). He is best known for the coining of word “Phe-
nomics”, which was defined in an abstract titled: “Phenomics: a 
new direction for the study of neuroendocrine aging”, that was 
published in the journal Experimental Gerontology.

Steven A. Garan, was the lead scientists that developed the 
AIMS system along with Warren Freitag, Jason Neudorf and 
members of the UC Berkeley lab where AIMS was developed 
and utilized. Many journals articles have 

been published about the system and the results that it pro-
duced. Since the completion of the first version in 1998, newer 
versions were developed, with the final version being complet-
ed in 2007. Empowering investigators to accurately count spe-
cific cell populations is essential to all fields of neurobiology. 
While computer assisted counting technology has been in use 
for over a decade, advances in an Automated Imaging Micro-
scope System (AIMS), now insure 97% accuracy when compar-
ing computer counts to human counts for both nuclear and cy-
toplasmic stained tissue. More importantly, regional analysis 
can now be customized so that only cell populations within 
specified anatomic regions will be targeted for counting, thus 
reducing the background noise of non-immunoreactive cells 
when characterizing specific cell populations. This application 
was recently used to successfully map the density and distri-
bution of both nuclear expressed estrogen receptor-alpha and 
cytoplasmicly expressed IGF-1 receptor in specific hypotha-
lamic nuclei. Furthermore, AIMS can now detect intra-hypotha-
lamic di�erences in receptor expression and measure phenom-
enon such as lateralization.

Director of Bioinformatics at CREA and serves on it’s 
Advisory Board

Steven A. Garan is the Direc-
tor of Bioinformatics at CREA 

and serves on it’s Advisory 
Board, he is also a researcher 
at the Lawrence Berkeley Na-

tional Laboratory.

STEVEN
GARAN, Ph.D.
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Laetitia Mailhes is passionate 
about bringing complex, criti-
cal stories and messages to 

the world with a view to caus-
ing a positive impact.

Laetitia Mailhes is passionate about bringing complex, critical stories and messages to the world with a view to causing a positive 
impact. In her role at Global Footprint Network, she focuses on developing strategies, relationships, and content that enhance the 
accessibility and relevance of the organization’s findings so they can become integrated in the public debate.

Laetitia boasts more than 20 years of experience in journalism, communications, and advocacy work. The Silicon Valley corre-
spondent of the French Financial Times for 10 years, she also had her work published in business magazine Stratégies and French 
national daily Libération among others. She was also a regular contributor to various radio news programs in France and Switzer-
land. The co-author of two books about food systems, she has written extensively in English and French about sustainability 
issues. Her writing has appeared on GreenBiz, Care2, MomsRising.org, and more.

A Sciences-Po Paris graduate, Laetitia earned her M.Litt. in International Security and Conflict Resolution at the University of St. 
Andrews, Scotland, and her M.A. in International Journalism at City University, London.

Director, special initiatives at Footprint Network 
LAETITIA
MAILHES 
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Malak Trabelsi Loeb is a Senior Legal Consultant specialized in In-
ternational Business Law and International Space Law, as well as 
an Adjudicator in the International Court for Dispute Resolution, 
International Commercial Arbitrator at the International Arbitra-
tion Organization.

Her practice focuses on complex International Business transac-
tions, Due Diligence, International contracts, Commercial legal 
matters, Alternative Dispute Resolution, Corporate Governance, 
Company Law, Space Insurance, New Space Legal Challenges and 
Space policies. 

Mrs. Loeb is advocating for Sustainable Space For Humanity ad-
dressing the complex outer space socioeconomic and environmen-
tal outer space interrelated dimensions. Sustainable Space For hu-
manity advocacy aims to keep the peaceful use of outer space 
while achieving the economic and social development for the 
present and future generations without deteriorating the outer 
space environment.

Mrs. Loeb is a Lecturer in International Relations and Diplomacy, 
Academic Legal Researcher in International Space Law and a PhD 
Candidate addressing interdisciplinary research on International 
Space Law and Sustainable Development. 

Her writings are addressing various areas in the space fields that 
are interconnected, such as Space Economy, Space Environment 
and their Social Impact. 

Mrs. Loeb obtained, with honor, her bachelor's degree with dual 
majors in Law and Economics from the University of Al Jazeera, 
UAE. She then earned her first master's in public international and 
European Law in 2018 and the second master's in international 
business law from Paris Sorbonne University, Abu Dhabi/ Paris 
Descartes University, France, with excellent achievements and top 
of the batch GPAs. 

In the course of her professional journey, Mrs. Loeb has been advo-
cating for employees right' and assist them to settle their conflicts 
with their employers. She is a human rights activist and strives to 
fight against human tra�cking. Mrs. Loeb has received the title of 
Champion of Tolerance from the UAE Ministry of Tolerance in 2018. 
She endeavors to empower woman and raises awareness to 
achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Malak Trabelsi Loeb is a Senior Legal Consultant specialized 
in International Business Law and International Space Law

As well as an Adjudicator in 
the International Court for 

Dispute Resolution, Interna-
tional Commercial Arbitrator 
at the International Arbitra-

tion Organization.

MALAK
TRABELSI
LOEB
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Dr. S. Pete Worden (Brig. Gen., USAF, ret.) was the NASA Ames 
Research Center Director. Prior to becoming Director, Dr. 
Worden was a Research Professor of Astronomy, Optical Sci-
ences and Planetary Sciences at the University of Arizona 
where his primary research direction was the development of 
large space optics for national security and scientific purposes 
and near-earth asteroids. Additionally he worked on topics re-
lated to space exploration and solar-type activity in nearby 
stars. He is a recognized expert on space issues—both civil and 
military. Dr. Worden has authored or co-authored more than 
150 scientific technical papers in astrophysics, space sciences, 
and strategic studies. Moreover, he served as a scientific co-in-
vestigator for two NASA space science missions.

In addition to his former position with the University of Arizona, 
Dr. Worden served as a consultant to the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) on space-related issues. 
During the 2004 Congressional Session Dr. Worden worked as 
a Congressional Fellow with the O�ce of Senator Sam Brown-
back (R-KS), where he served as Senator Brownback's chief ad-
visor on NASA and space issues.

Dr. Worden retired in 2004 after 29 years of active service in 
the United States Air Force. His final position was Director of 
Development and Transformation, Space and Missile Systems 
Center, Air Force Space Command, Los Angeles Air Force Base, 
CA. In this position he was responsible for developing new di-
rections for Air Force Space Command programs and was in-
strumental in initiating a major Responsive Space Program de-
signed to produce space systems and launchers capable of tai-
lored military e�ects on timescales of hours.

Dr. Worden was commissioned in 1971 after receiving a Bache-
lor of Science degree from the University of Michigan. He en-
tered the Air Force in 1975 after graduating from the University 
of Arizona with a doctorate in astronomy. Throughout the 1980s 
and early 1990s, Dr. Worden served in every phase of develop-
ment, international negotiations and implementation of the 
Strategic Defense Initiative, a primary component in ending the 
Cold War. He twice served in the Executive O�ce of the Presi-
dent. As the sta� o�cer for initiatives in the George Bush ad-
ministration's National Space Council, Dr. Worden spearheaded 
e�orts to revitalize U.S. civil space exploration and earth moni-
toring programs.

Dr. Worden commanded the 50th Space Wing that is responsi-
ble for more than 60 Department of Defense satellites and 
more than 6,000 people at 23 worldwide locations. He then 
served as Deputy Director for Requirements at Headquarters 
Air Force Space Command, as well as the Deputy Director for 
Command and Control with the O�ce of the Deputy Chief of 
Sta� for Air and Space Operations at Air Force headquarters. 
Prior to assuming his current position, Dr. Worden was respon-
sible for policy and direction of five mission areas: force en-
hancement, space support, space control, force application and 
computer network defense.

Dr. Worden has written or co-written more than 150 scientific 
technical papers in astrophysics, space sciences and strategic 
studies. He was a scientific co-investigator for two NASA space 
science missions. He and his wife Nancy reside in Placitas, New 
Mexico.

Dr. S. Pete Worden (Brig.
Gen., USAF, ret.) was the

NASA Ames Research
Center Director.

PETE WORDEN
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Susan Fonseca Lanham is a visionary and global connector. 
She's a Founding Member of Women@TheFrontier, Singularity 
University, and SheWorks! Currently she also serves as Innova-
tor-In-Residence building next gen innovation-education pro-
grams at Rocky Hill K12 School, launching the 1st statewide 
social good Energy Hackathon!

Susan is an international keynote speaker, having presented at 
The Clinton Foundation’s Future of the America's Summit, 
Forbes Latin America Women of Power Summit, The Interna-
tional Development Bank’s Demand Solutions Conference, 
NASA’s STEM Summit, The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 
(APEC) Business Leadership Summit, and Global Entrepreneur-
ship Innovation Summit.

With a background in Anthropology and Law, Susan served as 
Presidential Attaché on diplomatic missions by Latin American 
Presidents and led international relations during CAFTA-DR (a 
multinational Free Trade Agreement between The United 
States, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Costa 
Rica and The Dominican Republic.)

Susan's focus is to leverage Education - Innovation - Entrepre-
neurship to launch social good startups and build new ecosys-
tems that solve the world's biggest problems.

Described by Peter Diamandis and Ray Kurzweil as "the Heart" 
of Singularity University, Susan led the initial build-out to exe-
cute the Founding structure, source 1.5M seed capital and ne-
gotiate a 5-year Space Act Agreement with NASA. Under her 
leadership, SingularityU launched it's flagship GSP and EP pro-
grams, drove strategic partnerships with Google, Autodesk and 
TED and reached 70+ nations around the world. For her role and 
impact, she is named "Singularity University Founding Archi-
tect."

In an e�ort to balance the ratio, and positively impact 1 Billion 
people, Susan launched Women@TheFrontier, a 501(c)3 non-
profit with a mission to connect Diverse game-changers, dis-
cover Female Role Models and fuel the future STEM disruptors.

She's a Founding Member of Women@TheFrontier, Singulari-
ty University, and SheWorks! Currently she also serves as In-
novator-In-Residence

Susan Fonseca Lanham 
is a visionary and global 

connector.

SUSAN
FONSECA
LANHAM
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I alone cannot change the 
world, but I can cast a stone 

across the water to create 
many ripples.
Mother Teresa

Lawyer and health activist. Board Director of Médecins Sans Frontières, a Professor of Practice at McGill University and Execu-
tive Director of SeeChange Initiative.

achel Kiddell-Monroe is a lawyer and a health activist. Over the past 25 years, Rachel has headed emergency humanitarian as-
sistance programmes with MSF in Africa, Asia and Latin America. She continues to serve on the Board of Directors of Médecins 
Sans Frontières and is a Professor of Practice in international development at McGill University.  Rachel is also the founding Pres-
ident of Universities Allied for Essential Medicines (UAEM), a global student driven organisation working on equitable access to 
medicines for all.

In 2018, Rachel founded SeeChange initiative which focuses on developing and supporting radical CommunityFirst approaches 
to address health crises. Her first project is empowering Inuit communities in Nunavut to respond e�ectively to the long term tu-
berculosis epidemic. Most recently, Rachel has developed an innovative online tool to support vulnerable and isolated communi-
ties globally to organise, prepare and respond to COVID-19.

Rachel enjoys connecting people and speaks widely throughout North America and Europe on humanitarian action, global 
health, and access to medicines.

Lawyer and health activist. Board Director of Mé-
decins Sans Frontières

RACHEL
KIDDELL-MONROE
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Bioethicist and sociologist 
who serves as the Associate 
Provost for Institutional Re-

search

James Hughes Ph.D., the Executive Director of the Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies, is a bioethicist and sociologist 
who serves as the Associate Provost for Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning for the University of Massachusetts 
Boston. He holds a doctorate in sociology from the University of Chicago, where he also taught bioethics at the MacLean Center 
for Clinical Medical Ethics. Dr. Hughes is author of Citizen Cyborg: Why Democratic Societies Must Respond to the Redesigned 
Human of the Future , and is working on a second book tentatively titled Cyborg Buddha. From 1999-2011 he produced the syndi-
cated weekly radio program, Changesurfer Radio.

Dr. Hughes is a Fellow of the World Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a member of Humanity+, the Neuroethics Society, the 
American Society of Bioethics and Humanities and the Working Group on Ethics and Technology at Yale University. He serves on 
the State of Connecticut Regenerative Medicine Research Advisory Committee (formerly known as the Stem Cell Research Ad-
visory Board).

Dr. Hughes speaks on medical ethics, health care policy and future studies worldwide.

Executive Director of the Institute for Ethics and Emerging 
Technologies

JAMES
HUGHES, Ph.D.
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Luciana Dadalto had completed 
his master’s degree with 25 years 

at the Faculty of Law of the Pontif-
ical Catholic University of Minas 
Gerais and his doctorate with 32 

years at the Faculty of Medicine of 
the Federal University of Minas 
Gerais. She has published more 

than 20 articles in renowned jour-
nals and has published five books. 
She is a reference in Brazilian law 

in studies on the right to die.

The aging of the world’s population is a phenomenon that has impacted di�erent areas of knowledge. There are ongoing discus-
sions in medicine about how to improve the quality of aging and how to secure more and more years of life for humankind. Stud-
ies on immortality, cryogenics, memory transplantation, anti-aging pills have taken over the international research. In this sce-
nario an important juridical discussion arises: the right to voluntary discontinuation of aging. That is, the elderly and healthy can 
simply get tired of living and having lawful access to assisted suicide? Cases such as the Australian’s David Goodall, who at age 
104, without terminal comorbidity, performed assisted suicide with the help of the Swiss organization LifeCircle and, more re-
cently, the 74-year-old Frenchwoman Jacqueline Jencquel, put the debate on the world agenda. Jacqueline states that “old age 
is an incurable disease, which is fatal in any case,” and so will perform its life-assisted suicide at LifeCircle in January 2020. 
Philip Nitschke, president of Exit International, goes on to say that suicide should be a Human Right. While assisted suicide is 
banned in countries such as Brazil, it is allowed in some US states, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg only for patients 
with incurable and terminal illnesses. The interpretation of Swiss legislation has allowed the realization in people that have no 
terminal illnesses and deepened the debate on autonomy, especially in old age.

Centro Universitário Newton Paiva, School of Law, Belo 
Horizonte-MG, Brazil.

LUCIANA
DADALTO
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Nuno is a polymath, a researcher, an entrepreneur, and a life 
and health extension advocate. As a polymath, he usually likes 
to make use of di�erent subject areas, drawing ideas and con-
cepts from di�erent bodies of knowledge to solve specific 
problems.

As an illustrative example, his published papers involve several 
fields of research, for example: quantitative neuroscience, 
computer science, nanotechnology, robotics, and others. Sever-
al previous education experiences have supported and nurtured 
his polymath approach to problems. As a researcher, he is inter-
ested in any scientific, engineering, or technological develop-
ment with potential applications or consequences for healthy 
life extension. Along these lines, he is currently a focused on 
developing technologies for human healthy life extension.

In business, he created his own company to fund his education. 
Along the way, several academic awards and grants contribut-
ed to his necessary funding strategy. The growth of his original 
company permitted him to create a business group embracing a 
set of di�erent companies that operate in a large spectrum of 
business sectors, including: business consulting, education, in-
formation technologies, healthcare services, online sales, and 
several others.

On life extension related topics, early in his life, motivated to 
take control of his own health he decided to make several 
courses related to health-care, body training and nutrition. 
Thus, he completed several courses related to life and health 
care, for example, he is a swimming teacher, a professional 
tennis teacher, a body-building and aero- fitness teacher, a 
power-lifting professor, and he completed also several courses 
in nutrition and sleep optimization.

As public speaker Nuno participates in conferences and meet-
ing providing high quality professional presentations in his 
style. One of Nuno's public appearances was on a groundbreak-
ing large conference (attended by approximately one thousand 
attendees), where Nuno presented along with amazing celebri-
ties, such as: the visionary billionaire Peter Nygard, the always 
inspiring Suzanne Somers, and the famous futurist Ray Kurz-
weil, among many other celebrities… Nuno makes easy the un-
derstanding of technical challenging subjects , making accessi-
ble to the general audience the most di�cult problems.

Polymath, researcher, entrepreneur, and a healthy life ex-
tension advocate.

Healthy life extension should 
be the priority for everyone.

NUNO
MARTINS,
Ph.D.
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β-Earth
Founder
Reno & Boulder

Lauren Fletcher is best known as the Founder and Visionary 
behind BioCarbon Engineering and the inventor of Tree Planting 
Drone technology, trying to combat global deforestation with a 
scalable solution that can make a real di�erence. His newest 
initiatives are focusing on re-aligning global supply chains in 
order to lower deforestation rates by reducing the amount of 
wood based materials in consumer products.

He holds a PhD in Physics (Oxford) and M.S. in Civil & Environ-
mental Engineering (Stanford). He has 20+ years of experience 
as an Engineer and Scientist for NASA and Lockheed Martin 
across Space Shuttle, International Space Station, and Mars ex-
ploration programs. He is a serial entrepreneur, founding facul-
ty of Singularity University, and on the Board of Trustees for the 
Desert Research Institute (Nevada).

He is driven by a genuine concern about the state of our world: 
degrading climate, loss of natural environments, significant 
biodiversity losses, and ever increasing human su�ering. He 
believes that emerging and exponential technologies, when ap-
propriately applied, can solve global scale problems in ways 
that we have never been able to do before.

Founder and Visionary behind BioCarbon Engineering and 
the inventor of Tree Planting Drone technology.

Lauren Fletcher is best 
known as the Founder and Vi-
sionary behind BioCarbon En-
gineering and the inventor of 
Tree Planting Drone technol-

ogy

LAUREN
FLETCHER 
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Daria Tsvenger is a mindset 
expert and host & creator of 
the top personal growth pro-

gram "The Dream Sprint"

Daria Tsvenger is a mindset expert and host & creator of the top personal growth program “The Dream Sprint”. Her work has 
helped hundreds of people tap into the power of the brain to gain clarity and achieve their dreams with ease.

She has inspired hundreds of people on stages all over the world for clients including Robinhood, Prana and MGM Law. Daria 
shared her expertise on TV shows such as “Good Morning LA-LA-LAND”, “Simulation” and the major publications like “Thrive-
Global”, “Voyage LA”. More than 30,000 passionate dreamers are following Daria’s work.

Daria completed a Cognitive Neuroscience Stanford University extension program and had a chance to learn from top experts like 
Dr. Joe Dispenza, Tony Robbins, Dr. David Eagleman, Marisa Peer, and Dr. Loretta Breuning. She is available for comment on topics 
such as harnessing the power of neuroscience to achieve your dreams, priming your brain for success, and how to find your true 
purpose.

Mindset Expert and creator of “The Dream Sprint”
DARIA
TSVENGER
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David Cavallo, Ph.D. is consulting Learning Architect to the Fab Foundation 
and Special Consultant to the Director of the South End Technology Center 
(SETC). Cavallo concentrates on how digital fabrication and computation 
can dramatically improve learning in schools and communities. His work fo-
cuses on how creative and constructive uses of computational technolo-
gies potentially create learning opportunities that otherwise are extremely 
di�cult to obtain at large scales and with equitable access.

Cavallo is currently coordinating an innovative new collaboration among 
SETC, the Fab Foundation, MIT Center for Bits and Atoms, the Mayor’s o�ce 
of the city of Boston, and Boston Public Schools titled 
Hands-Heads-Hearts: Machines Making Machines (H3M3) at Boston’s Mad-
ison Park Technical Vocational High School.

The project has several ambitious goals. One is to help re-invent techni-
cal/vocational education for the modern era, by providing access to learn-
ing computation and digital fabrication in order to enable advanced manu-
facturing, new business creation, and development of new solutions specif-
ic to local communities and issues, while also overcoming limitations of ob-
solete methods of instruction. Another key idea is to use design and con-
struction using advanced computational and digital technologies to im-
prove learning across the curriculum, particularly in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). The project begins by having stu-
dents and teachers 

make their own digital fabrication machines in order to understand the 
principles, and then make what they need from their machines and other 
digital fabrication tools to make what is needed for their learning and for 
their communities. The idea of self-replicating machines not only reduces 
costs to outfit new schools, but also is a foundational idea of mindful 
making, that is, learning through construction and reflection.

David Cavallo was Professor Titular Visitante and a founding faculty 
member at the Federal University of Southern Bahia (UFSB), a new public 
university serving the rural areas of the south of the state of Bahia. At UFSB 
he collaborated with colleagues to design, develop and teach new courses 
on computational thinking which all students take as part of their general 
formation, as well as robotics for education, inter-dis

ciplinary courses that use computation and computational environments, 
ways the university can help improve basic education in the region, and 
ways to use technology to support active, collaborative learning and to 
overcome the barriers of distance and the lack of experienced teachers for 
all students.

Prior to joining UFSB Cavallo was the Vice-President for Education and 
Chief Learning Architect at One Laptop per Child (olpc). Cavallo led the 
learning team, worked internally and with partners to design and develop 
the low-cost, low-power, ecological laptop for learning for children, and 
then worked with countries to develop materials and local teams to support 
the transformation of public education to enable equitable access to 
high-quality education.

Cavallo was a Research Scientist and co-Director with Seymour Papert of 
the Future of Learning Group at the MIT Media Laboratory. His research 
focus is on how we can better facilitate human learning using computation-
al technologies. The group developed new digital technologies and new 
content that, combined with developing new theories of human learning, 
led to launching innovative learning projects in the U.S. and numerous other 
countries.

Prior to MIT, Cavallo led the design and implementation of a new medical 
informatics system as part of a reform of health care delivery and manage-
ment at the Harvard University Health Services. The goals of the system 
were to improve quality of care, increase access, and facilitate administra-
tion of medical care. The system was designed to be secure and still open. 
Perhaps most importantly, the goal was to enable learning by both provid-
ers and participants through developing technological fluency among all.

He was a Software Principal Engineer in Digital’s Artificial Intelligence 
Group and was also the founder of the Advanced Technology group for Digi-
tal’s Latin American and Caribbean Region. He also worked as a software 
engineer at Infocom and Data General, and as a freelancer. Cavallo holds a 
Ph.D and Master of Science degree from the MIT Media Laboratory in Media 
Sciences focusing on learning and technology with Seymour Papert as his 
advisor, and studied Computer Science at Rutgers University.

Consulting Learning Architect to the Fab Foundation and Special Con-
sultant to the Director of the South End Technology Center (SETC).

David Cavallo, Ph.D. is con-
sulting Learning Architect to 
the Fab Foundation and Spe-
cial Consultant to the Director 
of the South End Technology 

Center (SETC).

DAVID CAVALLO
PH.D.
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Expertise in Anti-Anging & 
Regenerative Medicine

Denisa Rensen is a fusion of the renaissance woman and the future femme. Her expertise in anti-aging & regenerative medicine 
is creatively fused with her passion for optimal living, consciousness expansion & futurism.

In the clinical setting, Denisa o�ers evidence-based and innovative medical solutions for metabolic health and functional longev-
ity. She is the medical director of Stemaid™ Institute, a world renown medical & research center focusing in degenerative condi-
tions, age reversal medicine and pluripotent stem cells. She supports the body’s bioresilience via metabolic medicine, intravenous 
therapy, regenerative injections, highly regenerative pluripotent stem cells and exosomes. Her expertise in longevity medicine is 
enriched with the fellowship in Anti-Aging & Regenerative Medicine, from the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine, A4M.

Denisa Rensen is also the founder and CEO of blissDesigned™ — a future-conscious, intelligent-luxe society for the future human. 
She designs & curates rejuvenative virtual programs, age reversal salons and global retreats – all in the goal of expanding lives 
for highest potential and deepest happiness. Through these programs, she aims high for us. Her goal is to design the human life 
not simply for health, but for bliss – the zenith of the human physical and metaphysical experience.

Age Reversal Expert, Longevity & Lifestyle Boutique Medicine, 
CEO blissDesigned™, Medical Director Stemaid™ Institute.

DENISA
RENSEN
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Since 1980, Bill Faloon and The Life Extension Foundation have 
uncovered pioneering approaches for preventing and treating 
the diseases of aging.

These avant-garde advances were meticulously chronicled in 
Life Extension's publications many years before conventional 
doctors recognized them.

In order to enlighten supporters to these life-saving therapies, 
Bill Faloon compiled a 1500-page medical reference book titled 
Disease Prevention and Treatment that is now in its 5th printed 
edition.

To educate the public about Life Extension's innovative medical 
protocols, Bill Faloon has been featured in hundreds of media 
appearances including The Phil Donahue Show, The Joan 
Rivers Show, Tony Brown's Journal, ABC News Day One, and 
Newsweek magazine.

A review of what Bill Faloon and The Life Extension Foundation 
has accomplished over the past 37 years reveals just how badly 
conventional medicine lags behind lifesaving scientific advanc-
es. Bill Faloon has author authored books exposing the atroci-
ties committed against the American publish by FDA bureau-
crats, including Pharmocracy, which reveals how corrupt deals 
and misguided medical regulations are bankrupting America 
and what  can be done to 

resolve it. Back in 1980, few scientists believed that anything 
could be done to prevent the degenerative e�ects inflicted by 
aging. To counter this misconception, William Faloon pointed to 
then-current scientific studies showing that it was possible to 
prevent some age-related diseases and to slow the aging pro-
cess itself, at least in animals. He argued that if enough funds 
were committed to research, therapies to retard human aging 
could be developed that would result in the greatest revolution 
in medical history. Being controversial carries a heavy price. 
The federal government raided his facilities twice, initiated an 
11-year criminal investigation, and threw him and Saul Kent in 
jail in 1991. When the FDA conducted its first armed raid in 1987, 
the Life Extension Foundation had only 4,000 members. 
Thanks to publicity generated by the FDA's actions, this number 
grew to 25,000 members by the time his criminal indictments 
were dismissed in 1995. LEF now has over 300,000 supporters 
to who its mails its monthly Life Extension Magazine to.

Support for the nonprofit Life Extension Foundation is at an 
all-time high because people are becoming aware that recom-
mendations published by Life Extension in the early 1980s are 
now scientifically validated and many even accepted by the 
medical establishment. 

Co-Founder Life Extension Buyers Club, Inc.  and  Society 
for Rescue of Our Elders (RescueElders.org)

Accelerating human age re-
versal research

WILLIAM
FALOON
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Dennis Kowalski is a Fire Fighter and a Nationally Registered 
EMT-Paramedic (NREMT-P) for the city of Milwaukee. He is also 
certified in advanced cardiac life support (ACLS), advanced pe-
diatric life support (PALS), and as a CPR Instructor for the 
American Heart Association. As a Fire Fighter and Paramedic 
Dennis has had a lot of experience dealing with life and death. 
His training and skills have given him numerous opportunities 
to be a part of saving lives while helping others in great dis-
tress. In addition to his day job, he also teaches emergency 
medicine at the Milwaukee Fire Academy and the Milwaukee 
County Emergency Medical Center. He also works special 
events as a paramedic with the Bradley Center Sports Arena. 
He has been a National Registry examiner at the local technical 
colleges where he helped to certify many new Emergency 
Medical Technicians & Paramedics. As for problem solving 
under pressure, he has managed and set up emergency triage 
at mass casualty incidents. He feels that his knowledge & expe-
rience in emergency medical services will make him a vital 
asset to CI’s board of directors and he is eager to share what he 
has learned as a bridge between conventional emergency med-
icine and cryonics. 

Dennis was raised in a small suburb outside of Milwaukee. In 
1986 he proudly took home the golden gloves title in boxing. In 
1987, he served in the US Marine Corps on a special assignment 
to Alpha company 3rd Reconnaissance. There he held a secret 
clearance in communications and intelligence gathering. In 
1991, he went to the University of Waukesha to study philoso-
phy and astronomy. Science has always been and continues to 
be a great  love of his. From 1991 to 2003 he worked with the US 
postal service where he supervised distribution and 

operations. There he received training in budgeting, finance, 
marketing and was awarded several citations for revenue gen-
erating suggestions and proposals.

Dennis has volunteered for many charitable causes to include 
USMC toys for tots, Disabled American Veterans, and currently 
Project Staying Alive an urban initiative to teach children the 
alternatives to violence. He also works with the FOCUS & Sur-
vive programs designed to educate the community about fire 
safety and prevention. He has served on committees for Equal 
Employment Opportunity, Quality Control, MPO Sportsman 
club, Wisconsin Mycological Society and as a political action 
volunteer. He also is a member of the Cato Institute a public 
policy research organization dedicated to the principles of indi-
vidual liberty. He is happily married to his wife Maria. They have 
3 young boys, a dog and a cat.

Dennis’s goals are to see positive growth and stability in CI 
membership. He’d like to see local support groups formed to 
promote comradeship, marketing and emergency response. He 
would also like to continue to provide solutions into the various 
challenges and problems facing cryonics today and into the 
future. Advocating for Cryonics and Nanomedicine are essen-
tial to his philosophy. As someone dedicated to helping others, 
he sees advancements in these technologies as the logical con-
clusion to the quest for prosperity and longevity. Dennis has 
also served as CI’s president for the 3 terms. Since his term he 
has overseen many positive changes and continued growth and 
strength in our membership. If you approve of the job he is 
doing please cast your vote for him this election.

Fire Fighter and a Nationally Registered EMT-Paramedic 
(NREMT-P) for the city of Milwaukee

Dennis Kowalski is a Fire 
Fighter and a Nationally Reg-
istered EMT-Paramedic (NRE-
MT-P) for the city of Milwau-

kee.

DENNIS
KOWALSKI 
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David spent 25 years designing, implementing, and avidly using 
smart mobile devices, including ten years with pioneering PDA 
manufacturer Psion PLC, and ten more with smartphone oper-
ating system specialist Symbian Ltd, which he co-founded in 
1998. At di�erent times, his executive responsibilities at Psion 
and Symbian included software development, technical con-
sulting, partnering and ecosystem management, and research 
and innovation. By 2012, his software for UI and application 
frameworks had been included on 500 million smartphones 
from companies such as Nokia, Samsung, Fujitsu, Motorola, and 
Sony Ericsson. From 2010 to 2013, David was Technology Plan-
ning Lead (CTO) of Accenture Mobility, where he also co-led Ac-
centure’s Mobility Health business initiative.

As Chair of London Futurists, David Wood has organised over 
200 public meetings since March 2008 on futurist and techno-
progressive topics. Membership of London Futurists now ex-
ceeds 7,000.

As Principal of the independent futurist consultancy and pub-
lisher Delta Wisdom, David helps clients around the world to 
anticipate the dramatic impact of rapidly changing technology 
on human individuals and communities. 

Via Delta Wisdom, he highlights opportunities to apply technol-
ogy in new solutions to deep-rooted problems. David’s most 
recent book is Sustainable Superabundance. His previous books 
include Smartphones and Beyond, The Abolition of Aging, and 
Transcending Politics. He was also the lead editor of the volume 
Anticipating 2025.  David has a triple first class mathematics 
degree from Cambridge and undertook doctoral research in the 
Philosophy of Science. He has an honorary Doctorate in Science 
from Westminster University. In 2009 he was included in T3’s 
list of “100 most influential people in technology”. He is Secre-
tary of Humanity+, co-founder of H+Pedia, Executive Director 
of Transpolitica, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts (FRSA), 
and sits on the Board of the IEET (Institute for Ethics and 
Emerging Technologies). He blogs at dw2blog.com and tweets 
as @dw2. For more information, see: LinkedIn, for general bi-
ographical details; Delta Wisdom, for David’s publications and 
videos with examples of him speaking; Smartphones and 
Beyond, for a warts-and-all account of his professional ups and 
downs.

Futurist consultant, speaker and writer

David W. Wood, D.Sc., was 
one of the pioneers of the 
smartphone industry. He is 
now a futurist consultant, 

speaker and writer.

DAVID W.
WOOD, D.SC.
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Assistant Professor at the In-
stituto of Biomedicine – 

iBiMed, University of Aveiro, 
Portugal.

His current line of research is focused on brain-machine interfaces for sensorimotor integration and rehabilitation in in humans. 
This approach combines the use of real-time analysis and decoding of EEG activity to control an exoskeleton while the subject 
receives tactile and thermal feedback.

Assistant Professor at the Instituto of Biomedicine – 
iBiMed, University of Aveiro, Portugal.

MIGUEL
PAIS-VIEIRA 
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And in the end, the love you 
take is equal to the love you 

make.

Laurie Handlers is a Sex and Happiness Coach, author of Amazon #1 International Bestseller Sex & Happiness. Through her com-
pany Butterfly Workshops, she o�ers sexual health and awareness courses plus leadership courses for corporations and individ-
uals throughout the world. For over a decade, she has hosted a weekly radio show Sex and Happiness where she discusses all 
topics about sex. She has also produced and starred in two independent films. Her current focus is on Sexual Ecstasy at Any Age. 
She spends a great amount of her time learning about Radical Life Extension.

Laurie holds a Masters degree in Education and a Bachelor's degree in Psychology and Sociology. Her career includes over thirty 
years as a corporate change consultant, individual empowerment coach and international seminar leader.

She is a dynamic speaker, facilitator and has taught transformational workshops for women, men, couples, singles, parents and 
teens since 1978 on techniques and secrets that are the basis of healing the body, releasing past emotional trauma, stopping the 
aging process, and reducing stress.

Pod casts from her former internet radio show Tantra Café can be accessed here. Podcasts from her new show Sex and Happi-
ness can be accessed at http://webtalkradio.net/shows/sex-and-happiness. Laurie stars in a hilarious indie documentary Tan-
tric Tourists http://tantrictourists.com/.

Sex and happiness coach
LAURIE
HANDLERS
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Naveen Jain is an entrepreneur and philanthropist driven to 
solve the world's biggest challenges through innovation. He is 
the founder of several successful companies including Moon 
Express, Viome, Bluedot, TalentWise, Intelius and InfoSpace.

Moon Express is the only company to have permission from the 
US government to leave earth orbit and land on the moon. We 
are developing technologies to harvest planetary resources on 
the moon and developing infrastructure to make humanity a 
multi-planetary society.

Viome is focused on disrupting healthcare with the goal of 
“making illness elective”. We have developed technologies to 
analyze the biochemistry and ecosystem of our body that con-
sists of millions of metabolites and trillions of micro-organisms. 
Our plan is to identify biomarkers that are predictive of chronic 
diseases and prevent them through personalized diet & nutri-
tion.

Naveen Jain a trustee of the board at the X PRIZE Foundation 
where he is focused on finding entrepreneurial solutions to ad-
dress the global challenges in health, education, 

women empowerment, agriculture, and energy. He recently 
launched a milliondollar Women Safety XPRIZE to empower 
the women around the world.

Naveen Jain is on the board of Singularity University, an inter-
disciplinary university with the mission to educate and inspire 
leaders to address humanity's grand challenges through inno-
vative technologies.

Naveen Jain has been awarded many honors for his entrepre-
neurial successes and leadership skills including “Ernst & 
Young Entrepreneur of the Year”, “Albert Einstein Technology 
Medal” for pioneers in technology, “Humanitarian Innovation 
Award” at the United Nations, “Distinguished Global Thinker 
Award” by IILM, “Most inspiring Entrepreneur” by Andaaz TV, 
“Most admired Serial Entrepreneur” by Silicon India, “Top 20 
Entrepreneurs” and “Lifetime Achievement Award” for the 
leadership in the technology industry and support of other en-
trepreneurs by Red Herring. Whether it's business or life, 
Naveen is guided by one firm belief – Our only limit is our imagi-
nation.

Founder and CEO (or/and Chairman) of Moon Express, 
Viome, Bluedot, TalentWise, Intelius and InfoSpace.

The real metric of success 
isn't the size of your bank ac-
count. It's the number of lives 
in whom you might be able to 

make a positive difference

NAVEEN
JAIN
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José Luis Cordeiro Mateo is an engineer, economist, futurist, and 
transhumanist, who has worked on di�erent areas including eco-
nomic development, international relations, Latin America, the Eu-
ropean Union, monetary policy, comparison of constitutions, 
energy trends, cryonics, and longevity. Books he has authored in-
clude The Great Taboo, Constitutions Around the World: A Compar-
ative View from Latin America, and (in Spanish) El Desafio Latino-
americano (“The Latin American challenge”) and La Muerte de la 
Muerte (“The death of death”).

Cordeiro obtained Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) and Master of Sci-
ence (M.Sc.) degrees in Mechanical Engineering at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, USA. He subse-
quently studied International Economics and Comparative Politics 
at Georgetown University in Washington, USA, and obtained a 
Masters of Business Administration (MBA) at the Institut Européen 
d’Administration des A�aires (INSEAD) in Fontainebleau, France, 
majoring in Finance and Globalization. He started his doctoral 
degree at MIT, continued these studies in Tokyo, Japan, and in due 
course received his PhD at Universidad Simón Bolívar (USB) in Ca-
racas, Venezuela. 

After graduating, Cordeiro worked as a petroleum exploration en-
gineer for Schlumberger. He next served as an advisor for many 
major oil companies, including BP, ChevronTexaco, ExxonMobil, 
PDVSA, Pemex, Petrobras, Shell and Total. Later, in Paris, he con-
sulted for Booz Allen Hamilton as a specialist in strategy, restruc-
turing, and finance. 

Cordeiro has been an advocate of sound monetary policy and dol-
larization in Eastern Europe and Latin America[5][6]. His 1999 
book La Segunda Muerte de Sucre provided academic backing for 

the change from the sucre to the dollar as the currency in Ecuador, 
where he is regarded as one of the thought leaders of this transfor-
mation.
 
Cordeiro is an international fellow of the World Academy of Art 
and Science (WAAS), executive director of the Ibero-American Fu-
turists Network, Venezuela Node Chair of The Millennium Project, 
vicechair of Humanity Plus, and former director of the Club of 
Rome (Venezuela Chapter), the World Transhumanist Association 
and the Extropy Institute. He has also been invited faculty at insti-
tutions like the Institute of Developing Economies IDE – JETRO in 
Tokyo, Japan, the Monterrey Institute of Technology in Mexico, 
Singularity University at NASA Ames in Silicon Valley, California, 
the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT) and the 
Higher School of Economics in Russia.
 
Cordeiro has been writing a fortnightly opinion column in El Uni-
versal, the largest Venezuelan general newspaper, since 1996.
 
In 2008, Cordeiro conducted the last public interview with science 
fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke, in Clarke’s home in Sri Lanka.
 
He is a lifetime member of the Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi and Beta 
Gamma Sigma honor societies.
 
In 2019 Cordeiro ran for Movimiento Independiente Euro Latino, 
promoting the representation of Latin Americans in Spain and 
Europe, and the promotion of science and research to build better 
societies.

Cordeiro was born in Caracas, 
Venezuela from Spanish par-

ents who emigrated from 
Madrid during the Franco dic-

tatorship.

JOSÉ LUIS CORDEIRO,
MBA, PH.D.

José Luis Cordeiro Mateo is an engineer, 
economist, futurist, and transhumanist.
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Simon Daniel, MA is Founder & CEO of Moixa Group, which in-
cludes Moixa Design (pioneering next generation devices), 
Moixa Energy Holdings (creators of eco-friendly battery cate-
gory USBCELL and home energy technology), and other re-
search interests.
 
Moixa Technology Ltd has developed a range of home energy 
solutions that provide smart energy monitoring, easy to install 
microgeneration and storage, and provide e�cient power via 
smart DC Hubs, DC micronets which can re-use household 
wiring to power home lighting, or provide smart DC sockets for 
appliances.
 
Their vision is to change the way we produce and consume 
electricity in homes. Specifically through focusing on the 
“Longtail” of energy consumption — using advanced monitor-
ing and control to reduce high load appliance use, and through 
using smart DC micronets to reduce the ine�ciencies of tril-
lions of DC/low power lighting and electronic devices being 
powered from the grid via AC/DC adaptors.
 
The systems are designed to ensure rapid behavior change and 
for rapid installation into mass market to ensure that “No home 

is left behind” in adoption of low cost renewable energy solu-
tions that can help power devices both o�-grid or o�-peak, and 
thereby help with the wider problem of grid peak demand bal-
ancing and energy security.
 
Simon authored Something wonderful, “South Park meets Har-
vard”, My summer at the Woodstock for technologists, Life 
after the Singularity, Life returns after travelling through the 
Singularity.
 
Simon earned his MA in Natural Sciences at University of Cam-
bridge and is a graduate of Singularity University.

Founder & CEO of Moixa Group, which includes Moixa Design (pioneer-
ing next generation devices), Moixa Energy Holdings (creators of 
eco-friendly battery category USBCELL and home energy technology)

Their vision is to change the 
way we produce and con-
sume electricity in homes.

SIMON
DANIEL, MA
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Laetitia Mailhes is passionate 
about bringing complex, criti-
cal stories and messages to 

the world with a view to caus-
ing a positive impact.

Laetitia Mailhes is passionate about bringing complex, critical stories and messages to the world with a view to causing a positive 
impact. In her role at Global Footprint Network, she focuses on developing strategies, relationships, and content that enhance the 
accessibility and relevance of the organization’s findings so they can become integrated in the public debate.

Laetitia boasts more than 20 years of experience in journalism, communications, and advocacy work. The Silicon Valley corre-
spondent of the French Financial Times for 10 years, she also had her work published in business magazine Stratégies and French 
national daily Libération among others. She was also a regular contributor to various radio news programs in France and Switzer-
land. The co-author of two books about food systems, she has written extensively in English and French about sustainability 
issues. Her writing has appeared on GreenBiz, Care2, MomsRising.org, and more.

A Sciences-Po Paris graduate, Laetitia earned her M.Litt. in International Security and Conflict Resolution at the University of St. 
Andrews, Scotland, and her M.A. in International Journalism at City University, London.

Director, special initiatives at Footprint Network 
LAETITIA
MAILHES 
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Laetitia Mailhes is passionate about bringing complex, critical stories and messages to the world with a view to causing a positive impact. 
In her role at Global Footprint Network, she focuses on developing strategies, relationships, and content that enhance the accessibility and 
relevance of the organization’s findings so they can become integrated in the public debate.

Laetitia boasts more than 20 years of experience in journalism, communications, and advocacy work. The Silicon Valley correspondent of 
the French Financial Times for 10 years, she also had her work published in business magazine Stratégies and French national daily Libéra-
tion among others. She was also a regular contributor to various radio news programs in France and Switzerland. The co-author of two 
books about food systems, she has written extensively in English and French about sustainability issues. Her writing has appeared on 
GreenBiz, Care2, MomsRising.org, and more.

A Sciences-Po Paris graduate, Laetitia earned her M.Litt. in International Security and Conflict Resolution at the University of St. Andrews, 
Scotland, and her M.A. in International Journalism at City University, London.

Director, special initiatives at Footprint Network
LAETITIA
MAILHES
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2460€

Premium

Full access to all talks

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to Expo Area.

3 nights of accommodation

3 breakfasts

Access to the 2 main
networking lunches with speakers

PREMIUM seating

One VIP Gift Ticket for friends

Full access to all talks

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to Expo Area.

745€

Essencial

Full access to all talks

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to Expo Area.

3 nights of accommodation

3 breakfasts

Access to the 2 networking
lunches with speakers

VIP seating

Vip

1230€

Ticket Options

buy nowbuy now buy now 35.

https://envisionhumanity.com/?add-to-cart=11185
https://envisionhumanity.com/?add-to-cart=11187
https://envisionhumanity.com/?add-to-cart=11188


thank you.

+1(925)2148763

youtube.com/envisionhumanity

fb.com/envisionhumanity

@_envisionhumanity

info@envisionhumanity.com

http://www.facebook.com/envisionhumanity
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPLzZMS766-OMF7lWcawAlg
https://www.instagram.com/_envisionhumanity/
info@envisionhumanity.com
tel:+1(925)2148763



